Astro Malaysia Holdings Berhad
(Incorporated in Malaysia – 932533-V)
Minutes of the Seventh Annual General Meeting of ASTRO MALAYSIA HOLDINGS BERHAD (“AMH”
or “Company” or “Astro”) held at the Grand Ballroom, Level 3A, Connexion Conference & Event
Centre at Nexus, Bangsar South City, No. 7, Jalan Kerinchi, 59200 Kuala Lumpur on Thursday, 27
June 2019 at 9.30 a.m.
PRESENT

:

YBhg. Tun Dato’ Seri Zaki bin Tun Azmi (Chairman)
YBhg. Datuk Yau Ah Lau @ Fara Yvonne (Datuk Yvonne Chia)
Mr. Renzo Christopher Viegas
Mr. Richard John Freudenstein
Mr. Lim Ghee Keong
Mr. Simon Cathcart
Encik Shahin Farouque bin Jammal Ahmad
YM Tunku Alizakri bin Raja Muhammad Ali
Cik Mazita binti Mokty

MEMBERS AND
PROXIES

:

As per Attendance List

BY INVITATION

:

As per Attendance List

IN ATTENDANCE

:

Ms. Sharon Liew (Company Secretary)

1.0

CHAIRMAN
YBhg. Tun Dato’ Seri Zaki bin Tun Azmi chaired the Meeting and called the Seventh Annual
General Meeting (“AGM” or “Meeting”) of the Company to order at 9.30 a.m.

2.0

QUORUM
Having met the requisite quorum of at least two (2) members present in person or by proxy or
authorised corporate representatives pursuant to Rule 92 of the Company’s Constitution, the
Chairman declared the Meeting duly convened and constituted.

3.0

INTRODUCTIONS AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S PRESENTATION
The Meeting commenced with an introduction of the Directors, senior management and
corporate advisers who were present. The Chairman thanked all the stakeholders, especially
Astro customers and Astro shareholders who remain loyally invested in the Company’s
growth journey.
Astro remains on-track on a journey to re-imagine Astro in order to deliver a stronger value
proposition to 5.7 million television homes and 23 million individuals, ultimately aimed at value
creation to Astro’s shareholders. A short video presentation showcasing the Company’s
achievements to date was shared.
The Chairman then invited Mr. Henry Tan (Chief Executive Officer) (“CEO”) to deliver the
performance review of the recent financial year ended 31 January 2019 (“FY19”) and the
priorities for the financial year ending 31 January 2020 (“FY20”).
Amongst others, the CEO shared that the revenue of the AMH Group for FY19 remained
resilient at RM5.5 billion and the total dividends paid amounted to 9 sen representing a
payout of 101% of profit after tax and minority interest (“PATAMI”).
The Meeting was also informed that Astro aspires to be the entertainment lifestyle destination
of choice for Malaysians. The FY20 priorities are to re-focus on the core business to better
serve the 5.7 million customers for both Pay TV and Njoi, and to develop new growth via
complementary businesses such as Over-the-Top (“OTT”) and Broadband. The Company is
re-defining the Astro Pay Proposition by re-invigorating our customer experience, re-setting
our customer service, rewarding our customers and refreshing our content.
Upon conclusion of the CEO’s presentation, the Chairman on behalf of the Board of Directors
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(“Board”) and Management, thanked the Ministry of Communications and Multimedia, the
Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission and other government bodies,
business and content partners and last but not least, Astro employees for their support.
4.0

NOTICE OF MEETING
The Chairman then proceeded to deal with the formal business on the Agenda.
The Notice convening the Meeting, 2019 Annual Report and Circular to Shareholders were
issued on 15 May 2019 i.e. 40 days before the Meeting, to all Members who were entitled to
attend and vote based on the Record of Depositors issued by Bursa Malaysia Depository Sdn
Bhd as at 20 June 2019. With the consent of the Members present, the Notice convening the
Meeting as set out in the 2019 Annual Report was taken as read.
The Chairman explained the manner of voting and voting procedures, more particularly set
out in Paragraph 8.29A of the Main Market Listing Requirements of Bursa Malaysia Securities
Berhad and Rule 106.2 of the Company’s Constitution. All the resolutions as set out in the
Notice of Meeting will be conducted by way of a poll. Every Member present in person or by
proxy or by attorney or other duly authorised representative shall have one (1) vote for every
share held by him/her.
Boardroom Share Registrars Sdn Bhd had been engaged by the Company as the poll
administrator to conduct the poll by way of e-voting and Boardroom Corporatehouse Sdn Bhd
served as the independent scrutineers for verification of the poll results. E-voting for each of
the resolutions as set out in the Notice of Meeting was to be conducted upon conclusion of
the deliberations of the business to be transacted, as directed by the Chairman.

5.0

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 31 JANUARY
2019 AND THE REPORTS OF THE DIRECTORS AND AUDITORS
The first item on the Agenda was to consider the Audited Financial Statements for FY19 and
the Reports of the Directors and Auditors thereon.
The Chairman explained that the Directors were required to lay before the company in
general meeting the audited financial statements of the Company (comprising profit and loss
account, balance sheet and the reports of the Directors and Auditors) (collectively, “Financial
Statements”) pursuant to Section 340 of the Companies Act 2016, but given that there was no
requirement for the financial statements to be approved by the shareholders, the matter would
not be tabled for voting. Shareholders were nevertheless given an opportunity to raise
questions.
Encik Shafiq bin Abdul Jabbar (Group Chief Financial Officer) was then invited to read the
questions posed by the Minority Shareholders’ Watchdog Group prior to the Meeting and the
Company’s responses. A summary of the questions and responses is appended as
Appendix I. This was followed by questions from the floor, which were responded to by the
Chairman, CEO and members of the Senior Leadership. A summary of the questions and
responses is appended as Appendix II.
After dealing with the questions, the Chairman proceeded to deal with Agenda item no. 2.

6.0

RESOLUTIONS NO. 1 AND 2
RE-ELECTION OF DIRECTORS PURSUANT TO RULE 126 AND 115 OF THE
COMPANY’S CONSTITUTION
Ordinary Resolutions 1 and 2 as set out in the Notice of the Meeting were read. Mr. Lim Ghee
Keong and Mr. Simon Cathcart retired by rotation in accordance with Rule 126 of the
Company’s Constitution respectively, and being eligible, had offered themselves for reelection as Directors of the Company.
There were no questions from the floor in relation to the said resolutions. The Chairman then
requested for a proposer and a seconder for both resolutions to be tabled for voting, whereby
YM Tunku Mahmud Bin Tunku Besar (Shareholder) and Mr. Rohan A/L Rajan Rajasooria
(Shareholder) proposed and seconded, respectively.
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RESOLUTIONS NO. 3 AND 4
RE-ELECTION OF DIRECTORS PURSUANT TO RULE 115 OF THE COMPANY’S
CONSTITUTION
Ordinary Resolutions 3 and 4 as set out in the Notice of the Meeting were read. YM Tunku
Alizakri bin Raja Muhammad Ali and Cik Mazita binti Mokty retired in accordance with Rule
115 of the Company’s Constitution respectively, and being eligible, both had offered
themselves for re-election.
There were no questions from the floor in relation to the said resolutions. The Chairman then
requested for a proposer and a seconder for both resolutions to be tabled for voting. In
relation to Ordinary Resolution 3, En. Yusof Bin Osman (Shareholder) and Ms. Chong Tho
Teng (Shareholder) proposed and seconded, respectively, while for Ordinary Resolution 4,
Ms. Wong Yoke Tho (Proxy) and Ms. Chong Sen Min (Shareholder) proposed and seconded,
respectively.

9.0

RESOLUTION NO. 5
APPROVAL FOR THE PAYMENT OF DIRECTORS’ FEES AND BENEFITS
Ordinary Resolution 5 as set out in the Notice of the Meeting was read. The Chairman
explained that approval is being sought for the payment of fees and benefits to the NonExecutive Directors of the Company for the period from 28 June 2019 until the next AGM to
be held in 2020 in accordance with the remuneration rates set out under Explanatory Note 3
to the Notice of Meeting on page 326 of the 2019 Annual Report, payable on a monthly basis
and/or as and when incurred. The estimated fees for the Non-Executive Directors are
expected to be unchanged from last year at approximately RM3.54 million. The said
remuneration rates have been reproduced below for purposes of the Minutes:
Type of Fees/Benefits

Proposed (RM)

Board Chairman

520,000 per annum

Non-Executive Director

280,000 per annum

Audit and Risk Committee
▪ Chairman
▪ Member

▪ 50,000 per annum
▪ 25,000 per annum

Remuneration Committee
▪ Chairman
▪ Member

▪ 40,000 per annum
▪ 20,000 per annum

Nomination and Corporate
Governance Committee
▪ Chairman
▪ Member

▪ 40,000 per annum
▪ 20,000 per annum

Meeting Allowances

1,000 per day

Other Benefits

▪ Company car, petrol and driver for Board Chairman

The Chairman invited questions from the floor. As there were no questions from the floor in
relation to this resolution, the Chairman requested for a proposer and a seconder for Ordinary
Resolution 5 to be tabled for voting, whereby Mr. Tan Ken Tiong (Shareholder) and Mr. Teo
Chock Hwat (Shareholder) proposed and seconded, respectively.
10.0

RESOLUTION NO. 6
RE-APPOINTMENT OF PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS AS
COMPANY

AUDITORS OF THE

Ordinary Resolution 6 as set out in the Notice of Meeting was read. The Chairman explained
that an auditor of a public company shall be appointed for each financial year to hold office
until the conclusion of the next AGM of the company pursuant to Section 271 of the
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Companies Act 2016. PricewaterhouseCoopers (“PwC”) was re-appointed as the Auditors of
the Company at the Sixth AGM held on 7 June 2018 and they have consented to be reappointed for FY19.
The Board, through the Audit and Risk Committee, had reviewed PwC’s performance and
assessed their independence during the last financial year, and being satisfied with the
outcome, recommended that PwC be retained as the Auditors of the Company to hold office
until the conclusion of the next AGM and to authorise the Directors of the Company to fix their
remuneration.
There were no questions from the floor in relation to this resolution. The Chairman then
requested for a proposer and a seconder for Ordinary Resolution 6 be tabled for voting,
whereby Mr. Khoo Thiam Guan (Shareholder) and Ms. Tan Ken Tiong (Shareholder)
proposed and seconded, respectively.
11.0

RESOLUTION NO. 7
AUTHORITY TO ISSUE SHARES PURSUANT TO SECTIONS 75 AND 76 OF THE
COMPANIES ACT 2016
Ordinary Resolution 7 as set out in the Notice of Meeting was read. The Chairman explained
that the proposal was in relation to granting authority to the Directors of the Company,
pursuant to Section 75 and 76 of the Companies Act 2016, to issue new ordinary shares in
the Company up to an aggregate number not exceeding 10% of the total number of issued
shares of the Company for the time being for such purposes as the Directors consider would
be in the interest of the Company. Ordinary Resolution 7, if passed, will renew the authority
that was granted at the Sixth AGM held on 7 June 2018, and continue to empower the
Directors of the Company to issue new ordinary shares in the Company. Details of the
proposal have been set out under Part B of the Statement Accompanying the Notice of
Meeting.
There were no questions from the floor in relation to this resolution. The Chairman then
requested for a proposer and a seconder for Ordinary Resolution 7 to be tabled for voting,
whereby Ms. Chong Sook Peng (Shareholder) and Mr. Teo Chock Hwat (Shareholder)
proposed and seconded, respectively.

12.0

RESOLUTION NO. 8
RENEWAL OF AUTHORITY FOR THE COMPANY TO PURCHASE ITS OWN SHARES
Ordinary Resolution 8 as set out in the Notice of Meeting was read. The Chairman informed
that the shareholders’ approval was sought for authority to be granted to the Company to
purchase ordinary shares in the Company up to 10% of the total number of issued shares
(“Proposed Share Buy-Back”), subject to compliance with Section 127 of the Companies Act
2016, the Company’s Constitution, Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad’s Listing Requirements
and any other prevailing laws and rules, regulations, orders, guidelines and requirements
issued by relevant authorities at the time of purchase. Ordinary Resolution 8, if passed, will
renew the authority that was granted at the Sixth AGM held on 7 June 2018, and continue to
empower the Directors of the Company to purchase ordinary shares in the Company. Details
of the proposal have been set out under Part C of the Statement Accompanying the Notice of
Meeting.
There were no questions from the floor in relation to this resolution. The Chairman then
requested for a proposer and a seconder for Ordinary Resolution 8 to be tabled for voting,
whereby Mr. Tan Ken Tiong (Shareholder) and Ms. Chong Sook Peng (Shareholder)
proposed and seconded, respectively.

13.0

RESOLUTION NO. 9
PROPOSED UTILISATION OF TRANSPONDER CAPACITY ON MEASAT-3d SATELLITE
(“M3D”) BY MEASAT BROACAST NETWORK SYSTEMS SDN BHD (“MBNS”), A
WHOLLY-OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF THE COMPANY AND THE PROPOSED EARLY
TERMINATION OF THE AGREEMENT FOR THE UTILISATION OF TRANSPONDER
CAPACITY ON THE MEASAT-3b SATELLITE (“M3B”)
Ordinary Resolution 9 as set out in the Notice of Meeting was read.
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The Chairman informed that the Board is seeking approval from the shareholders for the
Company through its wholly-owned subsidiary, MBNS, to (i) utilise additional transponder
capacity on M3D in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Conditional Agreement
entered into on 18 April 2019 between MBNS and MEASAT Communication System Sdn Bhd
(formerly known as MEASAT Management Sdn Bhd), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Measat
Global Berhad for a period of 12 years at a total fee of USD360 million; and (ii) terminate the
Agreement between MBNS and Measat International (South Asia) Ltd dated 12 April 2018 for
the Utilisation of 6 Transponders on M3B in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
Termination Agreement, also dated 18 April 2019. An announcement was made on 18 April
2019 and the salient terms of the said agreements have been set out in Part A of the
Company’s Circular to Shareholders, which was despatched to shareholders on 15 May
2019.
The said Circular had also set out the opinion of AmInvestment Bank Berhad
(“AmInvestment”), who is the Independent Adviser to the non-interested Directors and noninterested shareholders as required under the Listing Requirements of Bursa Malaysia
Securities Berhad. AmInvestment has given their independent opinion that the terms of the
transaction are fair and reasonable, and not detrimental to the interests of the non-interested
shareholders. The Chairman noted that interested Directors of the Company have abstained
from deliberating and deciding on the transaction, and such Directors and persons connected
to them will abstain from voting on Ordinary Resolution 9.
The Chairman invited questions from the floor. After dealing with the questions as set out in
Appendix II on this resolution, the Chairman requested for a proposer and a seconder for
Ordinary Resolution 9 to be tabled for voting, whereby Ms. Chong Sook Peng (Shareholder)
and Mr. Tan Ken Tiong (Shareholder) proposed and seconded, respectively.
14.0

RESOLUTIONS NO. 10 TO NO. 18
PROPOSED SHAREHOLDERS’ MANDATE FOR THE COMPANY AND/OR ITS
SUBSIDIARIES TO ENTER INTO RECURRENT RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS OF A
REVENUE OR TRADING NATURE
Ordinary Resolutions 10 to 18 as set out in the Notice of the Meeting were in relation to a
mandate to be granted to the Company and/or its subsidiaries to enter into recurrent related
party transactions of a revenue or trading nature in the ordinary course of business (“RRPT”)
with the following related parties:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)

Usaha Tegas Sdn Bhd and/or its affiliates
Maxis Berhad and/or its affiliates
MEASAT Global Berhad and/or its affiliates
Astro Holdings Sdn Bhd and/or its affiliates
Sun TV Network Limited and/or its affiliates
GS Home Shopping Inc. and/or its affiliates
SRG Asia Pacific Sdn Bhd and/or its affiliates
Grup Majalah Karangkraf Sdn Bhd and/or its affiliates
Ultimate Print Sdn Bhd

Approval was sought for a renewal of the mandate in respect of RRPTs which was granted at
the Sixth AGM held on 7 June 2018, and also for the grant of a new mandate for additional
RRPTs, details of which were set out in Part B of the Company’s Circular to Shareholders.
The said Circular was despatched together with the 2019 Annual Report on 15 May 2019.
Ordinary Resolutions 10 to 18, if passed, will enable the Company and/or its subsidiaries to
enter into RRPTs which are necessary for the AMH Group’s day-to-day operations, and
based on terms not more favourable to the related parties than those generally available to
the public. Such mandate shall lapse at the conclusion of the next AGM in 2020 unless
authority for its renewal is obtained from the shareholders of the Company at a general
meeting. The Chairman noted that interested Directors of the Company have abstained from
deliberating and deciding on the resolutions of which they are deemed interested, and such
Directors and persons connected to them shall also abstain from voting on such resolutions.
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There were no questions from the floor in relation to the resolutions. The Chairman then
requested for a proposer and a seconder for Ordinary Resolutions 10 to 18 to be tabled for
voting. The following proposers and seconders were recorded for the respective Ordinary
Resolutions:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

(ix)

15.0

Ordinary Resolution 10: Mr. Tan Ken Tiong (Shareholder) and Ms. Teh Kian Lang
(Shareholder) proposed and seconded, respectively.
Ordinary Resolution 11: Mr. Koay Chew Bin (Shareholder) and Ms. Teh Kian Lang
(Shareholder) proposed and seconded, respectively.
Ordinary Resolution 12: Ms. Chin Yoon Chee (Shareholder) and Ms. Teh Kian Lang
(Shareholder) proposed and seconded, respectively.
Ordinary Resolution 13: Ms. Chin Yoon Chee (Shareholder) and Ms. Teh Kian Lang
(Shareholder)proposed and seconded, respectively.
Ordinary Resolution 14: Ms. Choong Sen Min (Shareholder) and Ms. Chin Yoon Chee
(Shareholder) proposed and seconded, respectively.
Ordinary Resolution 15: Ms. Chong Sen Min (Shareholder) and Ms. The Kian Lang
(Shareholder) proposed and seconded, respectively.
Ordinary Resolution 16: Ms. Teh Kian Lang (Shareholder) and Ms. Chong Sen Min
(Shareholder) proposed and seconded, respectively.
Ordinary Resolution 17: Ms. Teh Kian Lang (Shareholder) and En. Wan Ahmad
Sepwan Bin Hj Wan Abd Rahman (Shareholder) proposed and seconded,
respectively.
Ordinary Resolution 18: Ms. Choong Sen Min (Proxy) and Ms. Teh Kian Lang
(Shareholder) proposed and seconded, respectively.

RESOLUTION NO. 19
PROPOSED DIVIDEND
ISSUANCE OF SHARES

REINVESTMENT

PLAN

(“DRP”)

AND

THE PROPOSED

Ordinary Resolution No. 19 as set out in the Notice of Meeting was read. The Chairman
informed that Ordinary Resolution 19 is in relation to the establishment of a DRP and the
Proposed Issuance of Shares. The DRP provides the shareholders of the Company with an
option to reinvest their cash dividends in new ordinary shares in the Company. Details
regarding the DRP are set out in Part C of the Circular to Shareholders dated 15 May 2019.
The Chairman invited questions from the floor. As there were no questions from the floor in
relation to this resolution, the Chairman then requested for a proposer and a seconder to for
Ordinary Resolution 19 to be tabled for voting, whereby Ms. Teh Kian Lang (Shareholder) and
Ms. Choong Sen Min (Shareholder) proposed and seconded, respectively.
16.0

POLLING
Upon completion of the business on the Agenda, the Secretary read out the electronic polling
process and procedures, including mobile polling to the shareholders and proxies. Thereafter,
the Meeting was adjourned at 11.25 a.m. by the Chairman for the commencement of polling.

17.0

POLL RESULTS
At 11.55 a.m., the Meeting was re-convened by the Chairman upon completion of the polling
and validation process for the announcement of poll results. The Chairman read out the
results of the poll and declared that Ordinary Resolutions 1 to 19 were carried. A summary of
the polling results is attached as Appendix III.

18.0

CLOSURE
There being no other business, the Chairman declared the Meeting closed at 12.05 p.m. A
vote of thanks was recorded for the Chairman by the members of the floor.

Confirmed by,
YBhg. Tun Dato’ Seri Zaki Bin Tun Azmi
Chairman
31 July 2019

Appendix I
ASTRO MALAYSIA HOLDINGS BERHAD
7TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – 27 JUNE 2019
MINORITY SHAREHOLDERS WATCHDOG GROUP
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Strategy & Financial Matters
1. As stated in the CEO’s Statement on page 17 of the Annual Report 2019 (“AR2019”), we note the
company had ceased operations of tribe Network Asia Pacific Limited (“Tribe”), your regional OTT
and Tamago, your live streaming service.
Please elaborate on the financial impact to Astro with the cessation of Tribe and Tamago.
From the Group’s perspective, the financial impact arising from cessation of Tribe and Tamago are
impairments totalling RM16.7mn in FY19.

2. Return on invested capital has been on a declining trend from 24% (FY2017) to 22% (FY2018) and
19% in FY2019 (page 40 of AR2019).
What are the measures taken by the Board to address the declining trend of ‘return on invested
capital’?
The decline in FY19 ROIC was a result of higher content spends arising from the broadcast of the 2018
FIFA World Cup, and a one-off provision for the Employee Separation Scheme (ESS) which was
completed in February 2019.
Astro has a two-fold strategy in place. Firstly, we will leverage on our extensive customer base,
multiplatform reach and key differentiator of content to strengthen our core TV business, across both
Astro Pay and NJOI by redefining customer value propositions, elevating customer service and
refreshing content. Secondly, we will build new revenue adjacencies in broadband, OTT, exporting
content, data-driven marketing network and commerce, alongside ongoing cost optimisation
initiatives.

3. The Group’s impairment on software is RM16.72 million (2018: Nil) (Note 6, page 205 of AR2019).
What is the likelihood of further impairment on software, going forward?
We undertake periodic reviews on the software assets of the Group to ascertain recoverability of
carrying amounts. The Group’s accounting policy on software impairment testing are as disclosed in
Note 3G to the financial statements within impairment of non-financial assets (page 182 of Annual
Report 2019).

1
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4. There was a loss on disposal of unit trusts amounting to RM2.59 million (2018: Nil) (Note 9, page
215 of AR2018).
a. Why did the Company invest in risky unit trusts?
The Company did not invest in risky unit trusts. The investment concerned was into a wholesale
money market fund managed by a reputable local fund manager that is very low risk and provides
high liquidity and stability of capital since up to 100% of the fund is invested in short-term fixed
deposits.
As disclosed in Note 9 (a) and (b) of the Financial Statements, the Group recorded positive net
returns totalling RM27mn for FY19 from investments in unit trusts.
b. What is the investment policy for unit trusts?
The Group’s policy is that up to 100% of the Group’s total cash balance can be invested in unit
trusts.

5. We note that included in advances to subsidiaries is an impairment of RM50.03 million (2018:
RM48.78 million) (Note 18, page 230 of AR2019).
In relation to the impairment amount above, please provide the names of the subsidiaries involved
along with their principal business and their outlook going forward.
The FY19 impairment amount of RM1.3mn arose entirely from the adoption of MFRS 9 (Financial
Instruments) which requires repayable on demand loans to be assessed under the ECL (Expected
Credit Loss) methodology. This was in relation to advances owing from Astro Shaw Sdn Bhd (“ASSB”)
and Astro Productions Sdn Bhd (“APSB”). The balance RM48.7mn is in relation to impairments
recognised in prior financial years, mainly pertaining to Astro Sports Marketing Sdn Bhd (“ASM”). The
principal business of these entities is as disclosed in Note 14 to the financial statements.
No further impairment on these advances is expected based on the current outlook of these
subsidiaries.

6. On Note 39 page 286 of AR2019, Home-shopping continues to record a segment loss before tax of
RM7.4 million (2018: loss RM15.3 million).
How far is it from breaking even?
Go Shop performed well in FY19, recording strong revenue growth of 29% to RM374mn while the net
loss margin narrowed by 3 percentage points from –5% to –2%.
Go Shop is a joint venture between Astro and GS Korea, and intercompany charges such as production
and carriage fees paid to MBNS are net off upon consolidation. On a Group basis, Go Shop is already
contributing positively to the Group with a mid-single digit net profit margin.
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Corporate Governance Matters
1. The total operational cost incurred for Corporate Assurance (“CA”) in FY2019 amounted to
approximately RM5.7 million (2018: RM3.7 million) (page 92 of AR2019).
What are the reasons for the RM2 million increase in total operational cost incurred for CA in
FY2019? What are the material findings of the CA function?
The increase is mainly attributable to one-off ESS provision for CA employees as part of the groupwide
ESS exercise offered to all employees.
The material findings of the CA function in FY19 are in the areas of operational, technology and
information systems. CA findings and progress status are tabled quarterly to the ARC.

Resolution 9
1. At present, MEASAT Broadast Network System Sdn Bhd (“MBNS”) is leasing 42 transponders on
Measat satellites (page 8, Circular) and based on the Independent Advice Letter of AmInvestment
Bank Berhad (“IAL”), the MEASAT-3d (“M3d”) Agreement and the early termination of MEASAT-3b
(“M3b”) 2018 Agreement will enable MBNS to scale down its total number of transponders from its
current 42 to 30 transponders (page 28, Section 7 of IAL).
For the past 5 years, how many transponders on each satellite were in use and what is the utilisation
rate on each satellite?
The industry best practice for Pay-TV operators is to have redundancy of transponder capacity to
ensure uninterrupted service.
MBNS’ average utilisation rate across its satellites is 70% enabling us to adhere to this best practice.

2. The Independent Adviser noted that “from the Fairness Report that payment of the deposit were
part of predecessor contracts and are common practice of satellite operators, but are often waived
for customers with long records or reliable payments and where solvency is not an issue” (page 35,
Section 9 of IAL).
Why was the deposit not waived given that this is a related party transaction and the intended
launch date of M3d satellite is in early 2022?
The deposit is in line with industry practice for a pre-launch commitment. The M3d transponders are
purpose-built to serve MBNS’ requirements over Malaysia and hence this deposit serves as a
commitment.

This agreement, like all other agreements, is negotiated on an arm’s length basis.
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3. We also note that the average fee per transponder per annum under M3d Agreement will be
between USD1.81 million to USD1.95 million which is priced above the process benchmarked by the
Independent Market Expert in their Fairness Report of between USD1.1 million and USD1.7 million
(page 32, Section 8.4 of IAL).
Why is MBNS paying above average fees for the 12 transponders, given that leasing fees for
transponders are on a decreasing trend?
The average transponder fee for M3d is lower than the average fee of previous transponders. This is
consistent with the overall market trend.
The pricing reflects that the transponders are purpose-built to meet MBNS’ DTH requirements, and
are high-powered to cater for Malaysia’s tropical weather conditions.
The Independent Market Expert had highlighted that the Fees under the M3d Agreement are fair,
generally consistent with observed market trends and competitive.

4. There is no termination fee for the early termination of M3b 2018 Agreement (page 8, Circular).
However, we not that if M3d Agreement is terminated, MBNS is required to pay the pre-agreed
damages as per M3d Agreement (page 38, Section 9 of IAL).
a. What is the amount of the pre-agreed damages as per M3d Agreement?
b. MBNS entered into agreements with 2 wholly-owned subsidiaries of MEASAT Global Berhad (a
person connected to Astro’s major shareholder) for M3b 2018 Agreement and M3d Agreement,
respectively.
Why did MBNS not negotiate for no termination fees for the M3d Agreement?
There is an early termination fee in the M3b 2018 Agreement. However, it was waived as part of
the commercial negotiations pertaining to M3d.
The pre-agreed damages for M3d is calculated based on a 9% discount rate of the remaining
contract value (at time of termination) which is the same as all other satellite agreements entered
into previously.
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5. “On December 2018, MBNS accepted a term loan facility of RM300 million from AmBank (M)
Berhad. On 28 March 2019, MBNS had drawn down the first tranche amounting to RM50 million at
a floating interest rate of 5.2975% per annum with final maturity on 28 March 2024”. (Note 42, page
297 of AR2019)
a. The declaration of conflict of interest by AmInvestment Bank Berhad states that “as at 16
April 2019, the AmBank group has extended credit facilities amounting to approximately
RM170 million to Astro group”. (page 25, Section 4.1 of IAL)
Why is there a difference in the amount of credit facilities in relation to AmInvestment Bank
Berhad’s declaration?
b. What are the credit facilities provided by the Ambank group to Astro group and the amount
that has been drawn down/outstanding?
AmInvestment’s declaration is based on the outstanding amount of credit facilities extended
to Astro Group as at 16th April 2019, which is the Latest Practicable Date of the Circular. The
RM170mn outstanding comprises the following:
• RM50mn drawn down from the RM300mn Term Loan facility
• RM100mn of a trade facility
• RM20mn of a term loan obtained in 2011
c. Does MBNS intend to utilise the term loan facility of RM300 million to pay the deposit to
MCSSB for the M3d Agreement?
No, MBNS does not intend to do so.

Appendix II
ASTRO MALAYSIA HOLDINGS BERHAD
7th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – 27 JUNE 2019
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
1.

In response to a query from Mr. SK Eng (Shareholder) on the declining profit year-on-year and
the prospects in a challenging economic outlook, Mr. Henry Tan (Chief Executive Officer) (“CEO”)
explained that this was mainly due to the higher content costs relating to the broadcast of 2018
FIFA World Cup and the provisions in relation to the one-off Employees’ Separation Scheme.
Unrealised foreign exchange losses due to the depreciation of the Malaysian Ringgit against the
US Dollar had also negatively impacted profitability.
In respect of prospects, the CEO assured that the Group is re-focusing its strategies on the
domestic core business operations across both Pay TV and Njoi, while growing complementary
businesses and re-inventing adex through better data usage.

2.

In response to a query from Mr. Lee Kah Lang (Shareholder) on anti-piracy measures, the CEO
explained that the Group works closely with the regulatory authorities on an ongoing basis.
Further details on the measures taken were shared by Cik Laila Saat (“LS”) (Director, Regulatory),
which included the participation in and support of anti-piracy initiatives by the Malaysian
Communications and Multimedia Commission (“MCMC”). Internally, the Company has tightened
security measures to ensure that Intellectual Property (“IP”) is protected using the latest
technologies and has a surveillance team to identify pirated Astro content on the internet.
Although the Company is taking necessary steps, there is significant reliance on the Government
and regulatory authorities to combat nationwide piracy issues through a change in legislations
and strengthening enforcement. Good progress has been made as seen by the recent
enforcement cases against the possession of illegal Android boxes.

3.

Mr. Lee Kah Lang (Shareholder) noted the share price of the Company as well as the dividend
payout had been declining and commented that the Board and Management should justify their
remuneration. In response, the Chairman explained that the Board, together with Management,
are committed to improve performance.
The CEO elaborated that the higher content cost, especially from 2019 FIFA World Cup was a key
factor to the lower profit and notwithstanding the higher cost, Astro did not increase price as it
would be a burden to its customers. In addition, rampant content piracy has limited the
opportunity to recover and monetise the FIFA World Cup rights. He added that content costs are
expected to escalate with the coming 2020 Tokyo Olympics as several Malaysian broadcasters
had indicated their unwillingness to take part and share the licensing cost.
From a Board remuneration perspective, the Chairman shared that the remuneration rates for
the Non-Executive Directors were increased once in 2018 since the Company was listed seven
years ago based on a review and recommendation of an independent consultant after proper
benchmarking. The finalised remuneration rates that were approved were also below the average
market increment.

4.

In response to a query from Mr. Chua Song Yun (Shareholder) on the progress of blocking IP
addresses which are showing illegal content and taking action for the possession of illegal android
boxes, LS explained that Astro continues to collaborate with the MCMC and the Ministry of
Domestic Affairs to curb the possession of illegal android boxes. Illegal site blocking has been
administered and Astro, MCMC and the key internet service providers in Malaysia are in
discussions to explore the blocking of IP addresses offering illegal content.

Astro Malaysia Holdings Berhad – 7th Annual General Meeting
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5.

In response to queries on the number of Pay TV subscribers and average revenue per user
(“ARPU”), En. Shafiq Abdul Jabbar (Chief Financial Officer) (“CFO”) shared that the total customer
base comprising PayTV and Njoi is c. 5.7 million. ARPU has increased slightly in the first quarter
for the period ended 30 April 2019 primarily due to a better yield from the pay customer segment.

6.

Mr. Chua Song Yun (Shareholder) noted that the PATAMI declined due to unrealised foreign
exchange loss from US Dollar denominated borrowings . He was informed by the CFO that the
borrowings are mainly used for global content sourcing and global-based technology, and the
Company applies risk mitigation measures such as forward contracts to reduce the exposure. As
example, half of the total transponders lease liabilities has been hedged.

7.

On the risks arising from expiry of the broadcasting license and amount of license fees payable,
the Company does not foresee any major issues and the annual license fees payable to the MCMC
amount to c. 0.5% of the revenue of Measat Broadcast Network Systems Sdn Bhd.

8.

Ms. Lim Chen Yai (Representative of the Minority Shareholders’ Watchdog Group or MSWG)
enquired on the net subscriber additions and annual churn rate. The CFO shared that in line with
other global Pay TV players’ practices, the subscriber numbers are not required for disclosure,
but the information can be extracted from the section on revenue and ARPU in the quarterly
submissions to Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad.

9.

In response to a query from Mr. Teh Kian Lang (Proxy) on the rationale for the Company to enter
into the Agreement for the Utilisation of Transponder Capacity on the MEASAT-3d satellite
(“M3D”) given there is adequate existing capacity, the CFO briefed that the M3 and M3a satellites
will reach the end of life in 2022 and 2024, respectively and hence, the need to provide for
satellite redundancies and to ensure minimal interruption of services.

10. The CFO also informed that the variable discount in for the M3D transponder agreement is in the
best interest of the Group and will lessen its overall satellite financial commitments. In so far as
the need for additional transponders given that the Group is venturing into non-satellite
businesses, Pay TV remains as the Group’s key revenue driver. Astro serves all Malaysians and at
the current time, satellite has the widest and most efficient reach to the whole country.
11. Ms. Lim Chen Yai (Representative of MSWG) enquired on the ability of M3D to support the
Group’s expansion plan and the significant difference in the average transponder fees between
the M3D transponders and the six transponders on the MEASAT-3b satellite (“M3B”). The CFO
explained that the transponder beaming capacity for the M3D is not limited in the geographical
portage which will support any expansion plan and in relation to the fees, M3D and M3B are not
comparable due to their different scope of use.
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